In the present work, based on publications dedicated to nat Gd natural gadolinium isotopes, characteristics of secondary particles are analysed in details for various neutron-induced reactions. Characteristics of the secondary particles produced in these reactions that make significant contribution to absorbed dose are estimated. It is also established that the main contribution to the absorbed dose is made by secondary particles produced in interactions of neutrons and 155 Gd and 157 Gd isotopes. From comparison of gamma-radiation spectra it is defined that the amount of -quanta with energies 0-400 keV (i.e. effective -quanta) produced in the (n,)-reaction by 155 Gd is higher than that by 157 Gd. Compared spectra of other particles (internal conversion electrons, Auger electrons, 
Introduction
 Gadolinium-based neutron-capture therapy ( nat Gd NCT)-is one of the promising techniques in the neutron-capture therapy. In 1936, Locher was the first who demonstrated suitability of Gd for the NCT. For a long period time, 10 B was considered to be the main element due to its large thermal neutron capture cross-section, high energy and short secondary alpha-particles path in reactions with 10 B. Several years of studies have proved that some radioresistant tumours treatment requires preparations with capabilities to accumulate with high gradient in tumours rather than in healthy tissues, and elements having higher neutron-capture cross-sections than those of 10 B. Starting from 1960s, and especially after accepting Gd as a contrast agent in magnet-resonance imaging (MRI), attention was drawn to application of Gd in NCT. Therefore, Gd is relatively new nuclide in NCT. The major advantage of This in general allows reduction of irradiation time required to achieve needed dose and, consequently, to decrease risk of damage to healthy tissues. At present, nat Gd NCT is not applied in clinical experiments because of uncertainties in calculation of absorbed dose.
Importance of these studies is conditioned by the following reasons:
1. Analysis of publications showed that majority of authors (T. Matsumoto et al. [1] , J. T. Masiakowski et al. [2] Martin et al. [3, 4] и Laster et al. [5] ) use significantly simplified calculations to derive absorbed dose in nat Gd NCT. In particular, many authors [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] (R. F Barth et al. [6, 7] , R. M Brugger et al. [8] , B.
Hofmann [11] ), take into account only influence of (separately or in combination) Auger-electrons, internal conversion electrons, gamma-radiation and x-ray radiation from nat Gd produced in (n,) reaction.
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Gd for Neutron Capture Therapy 36 Consequently, some authors J. Carlsson et al. [9] and G. De Stasio et al. [10] have suggested that Gd must be delivered into cells to destroy tumour cells. But, by taking into account high cross-section of thermal neutrons and -radiation penetration depth, authors R. F. Barth et al. [6, 7] and R. M. Brugger et al. [8] have indicated possibilities to destroy tumour cells when Gd is outside of these tumour cells. By taking into account characteristics of secondary particles J. T. Goorley [12] has estimated possibilities for Gd application in the NCT by dividing into the following groups:
157 Gd NCT, 159 Gd RNT and Gd PAT, where RNT-radionuclide therapy, PAT-photon-activation therapy. He has also identified non-exclusiveness of these three individual therapy forms. Therefore, a combination of these two or three therapy forms has been proposed. [19] 45.51 65 ± 15 Sakura et al. [20] 45.51 65 ± 15 Sheino et al. [21] 2,206 1.55 24.1 0.63 Here G-yield of particles, i.e. yield of -quanta, internal conversion electrons, auger electrons and x-ray, respectively, for single neutron-capture reaction.
Gd for Neutron Capture Therapy 37 there are some secondary particles, like -quanta having penetration depth sufficient for knocking out orbital electrons from gadolinium atoms. These knocked out electrons can be used in photon-capture therapy of tumours. Such secondary particles can cause other reactions as well. From these reactions secondary particles with high linear energy transfer (LET) are produced. Therefore, we believe that the absorbed dose calculation model for nat Gd NCT is much more complex than that for 10 B NCT. Obviously, this calculation model must contain all possible neutron-capture reactions for gadolinium.
3. All models estimating biological effect of tumour tissue damage are based on a simplified approach, which includes two or three types of radiation. To our opinion, nat Gd NCT must include all range of all radiation types absorbed by biological objects. It is also important because combination of two-three radiation types can give a stronger damaging effect on tumour tissues (in clinical practice combination of gamma-radiation with other radiation types is used), and in this case one can have a spectrum contributed by several types of radiation that produces combined effect on biological tissue. Based on these reasons, we have thoroughly analysed existing publications and performed our own additional calculations to study secondary particles emitted by gadolinium in interactions with reactor's epithermal neutrons. Obtained results make valuable corrections to dosimetric calculations for the nat Gd NCT.
Methods
In order to determine the number of particles produced in nuclear neutron-induced reactions in nat Gd we use well-known nuclear physics methods (A. I. Abramov et al. [22] ). Under irradiation of a sample containing N nuclei with flux of neutrons Ф, number of interaction acts per a second is expressed as follows:
where -reaction cross-section. On the other hand, this number of interaction acts allows one to determine the number of secondary particles produced in 1 second of irradiation time. Naturally, the same number of secondary particles will be produced every second. If nucleus produced as a result of a reaction is radioactive, then the number of nuclear transformations (i.e. specific activity of nuclides) after irradiation with flux of neutrons can be usually expressed as follows:
where -decay constant, N Х -number of nuclei of activated nuclide in target.
If the half-life Т 1/2 of radionuclide produced in the reaction is large, then the number of nuclear transformations is determined by expression (2) . If the half-life Т 1/2 of radionuclide produced in the reaction is not large, then efficient irradiation time must be t irr >> Т 1/2 . In this case, the number of nuclear transformations can be determined by means of expression (1) (A. I. Abramov et. al. [22] ). If the half-life of radionuclide produced in the reaction is Т 1/2 = 1 s, then the number of nuclear transformations under irradiation of the sample for t irr = 1 s can be determined from the following expression derived from the expression (2): Here Е-energy, I-intensity (in relative units) of secondary particles in relevant reactions.
About Radiation in nat
Gd for Neutron Capture Therapy 39 158 Gd reaction, emitted -quanta with higher probability with relative intensities higher than 100 have the following energies in keV (Table 4 ) (J. Tauren et al. [25] and R. B. Firestone et al. [26] ). It is known that this reaction induces the internal electron conversion process in the excited 158 Gd isotope.
The highest probability has -radiation of excited 158 Gd isotope with E  -energies and N ICC -internal conversion coefficients (ICC) ( Table 4 ). There are also 50 -radiation processes with energies from 695.742 to 1,300.85 keV with ICC (0.00117-0.00887). In the 158 Gd atom, electron orbits are identical to those of 156 Gd, and moreover, the internal conversion process mainly takes place in atom shells located close to nucleus, therefore, produced x-ray radiation and Auger
Gd for Neutron Capture Therapy 41 electrons have identical spectrum, as in the case of 156 Gd (Table 3 ). In the
